Samuel Ogunsalu – Partner, Lancea LLP

“On this spot, finally, is a defence - and one made comprehensibly, distinctly,
articulately, and engagingly - for African fashion as benchmark for fashion creativity
and originality….. it is rare to find collective intellectual exploration by authors that
make their case with as much balance”
Dr. Ana Trifan

“This book is an exegesis of African fashion originality and creativity. It presents,
illustrates, argues and extends the comprehensive multifaceted nature of African
fashion culture beyond the existing assumptions and theoretical superficiality that have
been attached to it. This epic development takes on some big names and issues in the
fashion world and there is no other way to defend the credentials of African fashion
concepts of originality and creativity than this.”
Prince Jide Fadairo - Chief Executive:
House of Oduduwa Foundation (HOOF)

“This is an insightful and premier composition-convincing, bold and balanced
anthology of African fashion designers’ power of ingenuities. This book takes on
specific vast cultural, historical and contemporary debates in African fashion”
Prof. Veniamin Arnaudov

Mr. Folly Coker - TheDirector-General:
Nigerian Tourism and Development Corporations (NTDC).
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“…..The authors go a long way to produce a well-informed and carefully documented
intellectual material on African fashion. This kind of insight that helps readers to rethink
various issues that border on African fashion through the lenses of originality and
creativity should be highly applauded as it isn’t always easy to produce. The authors’
reasoning, historical flair, cultural finesse and contemporary worldviews in African
fashion are compendium of values to tourism industry and to everyone seriously
considering this topic”

THE EYES OF ORIGINALITY AND CREATIVITY

“A continent of creativity! The time now! African fashion is showing itself to be a
special blend of history, modernity and African creativity positioned alongside modern
digital technology that plugs directly into a rapidly developing, multibillion dollar
business, artistic and cultural landscape. An insight into of the great things to come…….”

